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Solutions were obtained for the coupled energy and momentum

equations for steady laminar flow of non-Newtonian fluids in a pipe

heating section with constant heat flux and constant wall temperature

boundary conditions. Non-Newtonian fluids considered were pseudo-

plastics and displayed viscosities which varied in temperature depend-

ence. Newtonian solutions were also obtained and can be achieved as

special cases with the same numerical program. The numerical pro-

gram is general enough to allow boundary temperature or flux to be

varied along the axis of flow.

The Powell-Eyring model, with provision for temperature effects

on viscosity, was used to represent stress-strain rate behavior for

the non-Newtonian fluids considered. The Arrhenius relationship was



applied to represent temperature dependence of viscosities. The corn-

plete stress-strain rate relationship was as follows:

A1-1/Rt.

1

AFI/Rt.

T = -Cie + SINH
-1 1

[

The differential equation for momentum

r au au, dP a
2U S au as auu + + s + +Pr aX aR

-
dX aR z R aR aR aR

and the differential energy equation

aT aT a
2T 1 aTu + v =

2
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are solved under the following conditions:

Energy Equation

1. Axial conduction is neglected.
2. Entry temperature profile is assumed constant over the

flow cross-section.
3. Constant wall flux and constant wall temperature boundary

conditions are considered.
4. Natural convection effects are neglected.
5. Viscous dissipation is considered.
6. Fluid properties other than viscosity are assumed to

remain constant.

Momentum Equation

1. Steady laminar flow is assumed.
2. The entry flow is assumed fully developed.
3. Radial pressure variations are neglected.
4. Temperature varying viscosity is included.
5. Radial velocities are assumed significant and two dimen-

sional flow is considered.



Non-Newtonian fluids represented by the Powell-Eyring model

in the solutions were 3% carboxymethyl cellulose, 3. 7% thorium oxide,

and 19% thorium oxide.

Results were obtained for the constant wall temperature boundary

condition only for cases involving no temperature dependence of the

fluid viscosity. Whenever temperature dependence was considered

instabilities developed in the solution. No explanation has yet been

developed for this behavior.

Nusselt numbers are shown to be greater and pressure drops

smaller for cases involving temperature-dependent viscosity than for

those not involving this phenomenon. Both heat transfer and pressure

drop effects for temperature-varying viscosities are large enough to

warrant design consideration.

A listing of the numerical program used and a flow diagram

appear in Appendix III and Appendix II, respectively.
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A PIPE ENTRY LENGTH SOLUTION FOR HEAT
TRANSFER AND FLOW IN POWELL-EYRING
FLUIDS WITH TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENT

VISCOSITY AND CONSTANT FLUX
BOUNDARY CONDITION

I. INTRODUCTION

Non-Newtonian Analysis - Perspective

The basic model for analysis of viscous fluid flows, the Newton-

ian model, proposes a direct proportional relationship between fluid

strain-rate and fluid stress. The proportionality constant, the vis-

cosity, is assumed not to vary, except in some cases where it may

depend upon fluid temperature.

The Newtonian relationship adequately describes the flow behavior

of many common liquids and a large number of gases, but, it is not

adequate for a number of liquids which are of very significant engin-

eering importance. Included in this group of non-Newtonian fluids (15,

p. 2-7) are plastics and synthetic fiber melts, many petroleum prod-

ucts, soap solutions, starch suspensions, polymer melts, paper pulp

solu.tions, biological fluids, cement slurries, and even some nuclear

fluids. These fluids are important in the various areas of the chemi-

cal-related processing industries and their economic impact is very

large. One estimate (1) placed the total marketed dollar volume of

non-Newtonian associated products in excess of 15 billion dollars for

the year 1964.
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Due to the economics involved combined with a considerable aca-

demic interest, significant efforts are being made to develop accurate

analytic and experimental results for non-Newtonian flow and heat

transfer.

Non-Newtonian Fluids - Background

Non-Newtonian fluids are broadly classified as being time de-

pendent, time independent, or viscoelastic. Time dependent non-

Newtonian fluids are those in which the stress at any particular point

in the fluid is a function of the fluid's history up to that point in time,

as well as being dependent upon strain-rate in a nonlinear manner.

Examples of these fluids are inks, paints, and milk products (7, p. 3).

Viscoelastic fluids display behavior which results from a combination

of viscous properties and elastic properties, the latter characteristic

being more typical of solid bodies. Examples are flour dough, jellies,

and several polymer solutions (15, p. 14). Time independent non-

Newtonian fluids exhibit no time dependency, but, of course, display a

nonlinear stress versus strain-rate relationship.

Time independent non-Newtonian fluids may be further categor-

ized as being dilatant, pseudoplastic, or plastic (displaying yield

stress). Figure I, on the following page, illustrates the general

stress versus rate-of-strain behavior (also referred to as the flow

curve, (15, p. 5)) for these types of fluids compared to that of the
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Plastic

Pseudoplastic

du
dr

Figure 1. Time independent non-Newtonian flow curves.

Newtonian fluid. Note that the stress and strain-rate symbology is

given in terms of cylindrical or pipe coordinates,

From Figure 1 it can be seen that the plastic type fluids exhibit

a yield stress with ensuing linear (Bingham Plastics) or nonlinear flow

behavior. Flow behavior following yield in the nonlinear case can be

either pseudoplastic or dilatant, as defined below.

The pseudoplastics display a "thinning" or decreasing proportion-

ality between stress and strain-rate as strain-rate increases, probably

due to the disentanglement of particles or molecules at these higher

rates (15, p. 10). Pseudoplastics also show a limiting viscosity at
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the high strain-rates and the flow curve becomes linear within this

region of flow.

Dilatants show an increasing proportionality between stress and

strain-rate as strain-rate increases. In some cases, these fluids also

show a limiting viscosity at the extreme end of the flow curve. The

dilatant fluids are relatively rare among fluids of significant industrial

importance.

It is common in non-Newtonian analysis to define a local non-

Newtonian viscosity which is equivalent to the Newtonian viscosity at

that strain-rate and fluid stress. This is known as the local "apparent

viscosity" and is defined as follows:

T Trx rxApparent viscosity = ri = .7- =
-Y du

dr

By definition the apparent viscosity and viscosity of the Newtonian

fluid are the same. For non-Newtonian fluids the apparent viscosity

is a function of the local strain-rate, and, as can be seen on Figure 1,

it is actually the chord of the flow curve.

Most non-Newtonian fluids display apparent viscosities which

show some degree of temperature dependence. Among those fluids

which show marked changes in apparent viscosity with temperature

are greases, paints, oils, molasses, and polymer melts. The appar-

ent viscosity, or viscosity in the case of Newtonian fluids, decreases
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with increasing temperature over a temperature range. This charac-

teristic can have very important effects on the velocity profile and

heat transfer to the liquid. It has been shown (7, p. 34-48) that for

heated non-Newtonian flows in pipes, the effective heat transfer is

appreciably increased by the dependence of local viscosity on temper-

ature.

Non-Newtonian Fluid Models

The discussion herein will be confined to the mathematical

models available for pseudoplastic fluids, because these are the fluids

of main interest in this research. For a more complete coverage of

the models available to fit other types of non-Newtonian fluids refer-

ences 7, p. 1-6 and 15, p. 1-21, are recommended.

The power law model is probably the most widely known visco-

metric model applied to pseudoplastic fluids.

n= myrx

The flow exponent n is assigned a value less than unity, which

allows the model to analogize the "thinning" behavior seen in the flow

curves of pseudoplastics. The power law model has been shown to

produce excellent results when used for heat transfer and flow appli-

cations where the fluid has a relatively wide range of intermediate

strain-rates over which it displays its non-Newtonian behavior (5, 7,
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p. 34-48). If the characteristic non-Newtonian strain-rate band is

small and confined to the low end of the strain-rate spectrum, then the

limiting apparent viscosity of the fluid is reached at lower strain-

rates and the model does not usually fit the rheology of the fluid well

(5). Also, if the fluid has a narrow characteristic strain-rate band

centered at an intermediate strain-rate, the power law will usually

deviate from the actual flow curve at both high and low strain-rates.

The power law model can be used on some dilatants by using a value of

n greater than unity.

The Powell-Eyring model has also gained wide acceptance in

pseudoplastic flow analysis.

1 -1 -1-C1( + B SINH [A ]rx

This model, named for its developers, fits the rheological data of many

pseudoplastics quite well, and has the advantage over the power law

of generally representing the fluid stress accurately at high and law

strain-rates (4, 5). The Powell-Eyring model has been shown to pro

duce very good results when used in heat transfer and flow applica-

tions (4, 6). In addition, the model has also been applied to fluids

which are normally categorized as Bingham Plastics, with some suc-

cess. The basic disadvantage involved with applying this model is its

mathematical complexity. Also, fluids which exhibit an extremely

wide characteristic non-Newtonian strain-rate band are not as well
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suited to this model because of the delay in the limiting viscosity.

These fluids are rare among the fluids of interest.

The Arrhenius temperature model in modified form is often used

to simulate the dependence of local viscosity on temperature. This

function is inserted directly into the argument of the viscometric model

as a modifier for the strain-rate. A complete expression for the

apparent viscosity using the Powell-Eyring model and incorporating

the temperature modifier is as follows:

Ce
AH/Rt -1 e

AH/Rt
=

B
1 SINN [ i]A

The temperature exponential in this relationship accurately repre-

sents the decreasing of viscosity with temperature, for most pur-

poses. However, accuracy decreases for extreme temperatures,

both hot and cold, because the constant t.H /R itself becomes a func-

tion of temperature.

Research in Heat Transfer to Pseudoplastic Pipe
Flows with Temperature Dependent Viscosity

Several investigations of heat transfer to non-Newtonian fluids

flowing in pipes under laminar flow conditions have been reported. A

majority of these investigations deal with pseudoplastic fluids with

temperature-independent viscosity assumed. For an excellent overall

review of the literature in this area, reference 15, p. 358-420, and
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reference 7, p. 1-11, are recommended.

One of the first heat transfer studies on pseudoplastic pipe flow

with temperature variant physical properties was done by Gee and

Lyon (8) in 1957. These authors used an empirical model to approxi-

mate the viscometric behavior of an acrylic resin and also developed

relationships for the variation of viscosity, thermal conductivity, and

specific heat with temperature. Their result was a combined hydro-

dynamic-thermal entry length solution for a constant wall tempera-

ture boundary condition. Provision was made for inclusion of viscous

dissipation and expansion cooling.

Christiansen and co-workers (3, 4, 5) presented results for

heating non-Newtonian fluids under constant wall temperature boundary

conditions for pipe flows. Christiansen and Craig (3) used a tempera-

ture-modified, power law constitutive equation with the :modifier being

of the Arrhenius model form. Christiansen and Jensen (4) applied the

same temperature modifier but used the Powell-Eyring model to rep-

resent the rheological characteristics of various pseudoplastics. The

two latter solutions were based upon fully developed flow at the inlet

to the pipe heating section.

Cochrane (7, p. 1-169) developed heating solutions for the case

of constant wall flux and for the case of constant wall temperature by

using the power law model with a temperature modifier similar to

that of Christiansen and Craig. He assumed fully developed flow at
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entry and included viscous dissipation in his energy equation. Coch-

rane's solution is applicable to situations where the boundary condi-

tion (heat flux or temperature) varies along the axis of flow, and his

results include the case of a sinusoidally varying heat flux along the

pipe axis.

Little work appears to have been done for pseudoplastic pipe

flows involving temperature-dependent viscosity and variable bound-

ary conditions with the exception of Cochrane's research. This is

true for both circumferentially varying and axially varying boundary

conditions. In addition, no research is reported in which the Powell-

Eyring relationship is incorporated to obtain a solution for heat trans-

fer to a pseudoplastic fluid with temperature-dependent viscosity and a

constant flux boundary condition.

Present Investigation

The primary objective of this research is to develop a numerical

solution for the coupled nondimensional momentum and energy equa-

tions for laminar non-Newtonian pipe flow with temperature-dependent

viscosity and constant wall flux boundary condition. The temperature-

modified Powell-Eyring constitutive equation is used. Three different

fluids with viscosities of varying temperature sensitivity are to be

analyzed at conditions which represent a number of different flow

rates. Results are to be obtained in terms of the Nusselt number for
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heat transfer and the dimensionless pressure drop for the momentum

solution.

A. secondary goal is the development of a computer program

which is general enough to handle variable boundary conditions in the

direction of flow and which can be used to analyze other pseudoplastic

fluids in future research and design work.

Entrance flow to the heating section is assumed fully developed,

since non-Newtonian fluids are generally very viscous with a result-

ing short hydrodynamic entry length prior to the heating section. In

addition, the temperature profile at entry is assumed uniform and the

fluid properties other than viscosity are assumed not to vary with

temperature. The capability for handling viscous dissipation is in-

cluded in the program whereas bouyancy effects are neglected.



II. EQUATIONS AND SOLUTION METHOD

Dimensionless Groups

The following nondimensional groups are employed in this re-

search in order to obtain dimensionless forms for the momentum,

energy and constitutive equations.

X =
DD Re Pr

U = V = RePr

S =
p u Pr

D 2 12

=
t.

(17) T

Re =
puD Pr -

c

PE =
uBC
D

Y = ABC

11

(Both of the last two groups, PE and y, are specific to the Powell-

Eyring model. The y group was developed by Chi.istiansen (6) and

the PE group was defined by the author as a measure of the level of

flow when using the Powell-Eyring model for pipe flows.) Due to the

addition of the temperature modifier, two of the Powell-Eyring con-

stants A and C must be redefined in accordance with the inlet temp-

erature condition.
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C
n

C

ets,1-1/Rt.1

A = AeAH/Rt.
n

The definitions of the two dimensionless variables PE and y are not

changed, and are left in terms of the old values of A and C.

The Constitutive Equation

The rearranged Powell-Eyring constitutive equation

rx CeAH/Rt 1 du
n du= du SINH-1L -

e
AH/Rt

B An dr
dr dr

is used to develop an expression for the dimensionless apparent vis-

cosity.

CneAH/Rt 1 SINH 1
-eAH/Rt du

du An dr
-"dr

AH/Rt
Tliw Cn BdueAH/Rt.1 1 SINH

-1 -e
[

i du 1
An dr I iw.",

dr 1 iw

After some modification and the incorporation of previously defined

nondimensional variables, the finalized form of the constitutive rela-

tionship becomes:
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A H
- 1.0]

T
1 1

AFT,. 1

R t. Rt T
1.0]

PE dU
SINN-dU

- ey dRPE
dRS -

1 -
1 -1 PE dU

dU
SINN [ -

Y dR I iwPEdRliw

The Energy Equation

The steady flow energy partial differential equation for the flow

of a pure, nonreactive fluid in a pipe, neglecting axial energy diffusion,

is given by Kays (12, p. 35). A slightly modified form is as follows:

t + pip) = -1-(kr1) +
(au)

+u
2pua a(ct + p/p) + pvax ar r ar ar T1 ar dx

Considering the fluid to be incompressible with constant properties,

except for viscosity, results in a simpler partial differential equation.

2

pc (u at + vat) = k( a at
+ rI at) + (a u )2ax ar 2 ar arar

This equation includes viscous dissipation and convective transport in

the axial and radial directions. The energy differential equation may

be made dimensionless by use of the dimensionless groups indicated

previously, and the resulting expression is given as:

uaT +
aT

=
a2T aT +

aX aR aR2 R aR
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The term, Br is the Brinkman number, which is a nondimensional

variable used to obtain a measure of the importance of viscous dissi-

pation for a particular fluid flow.

The Momentum and Continuity Equations

The initial form of the steady flow differential momentum equa-

tions for incompressible pipe flow, shown below, are given by

Cochrane (7, p. 69).

x- direction:

P[11.1 + v.1] -
ax ar

r-direction:

aT
ap

r
a xx ,

- - L (r ) +ax ar Trx ax

av av] LE r 1 a
- (rT ) +

aT

Pi ax ar] r ar rr ax

fluid stress relationships:

au av aur1(rx ar ax ) xx (2 ax)

continuity:

au 1 a(rv)
+ - 0ax r ar

It can reasonably be assumed that the radial velocity and the

radial pressure variations are small with respect to their axial

counterparts. This assumption allows the r-component of the momen-

tum equation to be neglected, and also allows the partial derivative
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ap/ax to be written as a full derivative dp/dx . The fluid stress re-

lationships are substituted into the x- component of the momentum

equation, and the inferred differentiation carried out.

au
au]

1.1 ax ar-'

_42+ a au ay 4.L
dx ax ax ar r +

a
2u

_La
2u, au,__a_nr au an zanau

2 1- 2-1 7-r ar ar ar ax] ax ax
ax ar

The operand of the second term on the right side of the equation is

identically zero by virtue of the continuity relationship; therefore, the

derivative of this term is also zero, and it drops out.

Other terms may be deleted by order of magnitude arguments

based upon the premise that changes in the velocities u and v occur

over a much larger distance in the axial direction than they do in the

radial direction (the maximum radial distance being D/ 2). Conse-

quently, the radial derivatives are considered dominant:

2 2a u a u au ay» »
2 2 aar ax ar ax

Furthermore, the terms ari/ax and au/ax may be considered individ-

ually small by the same argument, and their product can be neglected.

The simplifications discussed above are employed on the momentum

equation;

r au
+

au,
J/Au ax ar

a
2u L au 2L au

dx 2 r ar ar arar
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and the equation is made nondimensional by utilizing the variables

mentioned previously.

2
1 r au au,

dX
dP a u s au as auLu + v =aRi + s + +Pr aR

aR
R aR aR aR

The differential continuity equation is also made dimensionless.

au 1 a(RV)
ax +

R aR
= 0

Thus far, four equations have been developed for the solution of

the pipe flow problem, however five independent variables are required

to describe the physical process (p, t, r, u and v), and another re-

lationship needs to be employed.

The Integral Continuity Equation

An integral continuity equation, expressing conservation of mass

over the entire radius at each point along the axis of flow, is used to

complete the group of relationships required for solution.

D/2

u2rrdr
0

2

4

Substitution of the appropriate dimensionless variables yields the de-

sired relationship.

1/2

URdR = 1 /8

0
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Solution Method

For convenient reference by the reader during the following dis-

cussions, the basic descriptive equations for this problem are listed

together as follows:

Energy:

a T
2 1 aTu a + v a T + + Br1.

OX
aR aR

Momentum:

2
1 r au

+
au, d2 82U s au as 8U

U V = + S + +Pr 8X aR dx R aR aR aRaR

Constitutive:

AH
T[-1 - 1.0]Rt

1
SINH

-1 PE dU
e

dU Y dRPE
dR

AFT [1 - 1. 0]Rti T

1 -1 PE dU ,
.

,
1. 0 - SINN -1[ -PE[au , yPE dR 1

1aR iw

Continuity:

Integral Continuity:

au 1 a(RV)
ax R aR

1/2

URdR = 1/8
0

0

To obtain a solution these five relationships must be satisfied

simultaneously at each point in the fluid. For a given flow the inlet
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Solution Method

For convenient reference by the reader during the following dis-

cussions, the basic descriptive equations for this problem are listed

together as follows:

Energy:

aT a
2

1 arr
U + v =

T + R
aR

+ BrSax aR aR

Momentum:

au[ u + v
aR
aul _

a
2 u s au as au

Pr ax dx S2 + R aR 8R 8RaR

Constitutive:

Rt. T
AH r 1

Rt 1 T
e

1
-

1
SINH-1

PE dU i
dU

-- e
N dRPE

dR

1. 0

Continuity:

1

Integral Continuity:

auPE1aR iw
SINH

1 [ -PE dU
y dR I iw]

au 1 a(RV)
_ax R aR

1/2

URdR = 1/8
0

To obtain a solution these five relationships must be satisfied

simultaneously at each point in the fluid. For a given flow the inlet
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conditions (velocity and temperature) and the boundary condition (temp-

erature or flux) are known, but downstream conditions are not known.

Therefore, a marching solution is used in such a manner that a set of

values for the flow variables is calculated from a set of known values

upstream of the axial position under immediate consideration. This

technique was also used by Cochrane (7, p. 12-20) in his work.

The marching solution proceeds in the manner described in the

following paragraphs.

First, the known velocity and temperature conditions at the point

of inlet to the pipe and the wall boundary condition are utilized in the

energy equation to determine the temperatures at the adjacent down-

stream axial position. The energyequation is programmed in such a

manner (see Chapter III) that the adjacent downstream temperatures

are completely defined after a single iteration.

Second, an approximation is obtained for the adjacent down-

stream values of the apparent viscosity. The apparent viscosity is a

function of local strain-rate and temperature. Therefore, these

approximate downstream values are obtained by using the inlet values

for strain-rate and the previously calculated downstream values for

temperature.

Third, adjacent downstream values for the axial velocity are ob-

tained by use of the momentum equation. Solving the momentum equa-

tion requires a knowledge of the downstream apparent viscosities and
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radial velocities. For apparent viscosity, the values obtained in the

previous step or the latest updated values are used, and for the radial

velocity inlet values, or the latest updated values, are used.

Fourth, updated downstream values for the radial velocity are

obtained by using the continuity equation and the axial velocities just

calculated, as indicated above.

Fifth, updated values are calculated for the downstream appar-

ent viscosities using the downstream temperatures found in the first

step and strain-rates computed from the axial velocities found in the

third step.

Sixth, a momentum residue is computed for every adjacent down-

stream grid cell, from centerline to full pipe radius. Each residue

is compared against an acceptable residue value and, if any of the

computed residues exceed the value, the solution proceeds back to

step three. Steps three through six are repeatedly cycled using the

latest information on all variables, until an acceptable solution devel-

ops or until the method fails and the residues become unbounded.

Once neighboring downstream values for the flow variables are

found, the solution process begins again, with the values at the next

downstream axial position becoming the unknowns and those at the

adjacent downstream position becoming the inlet or known values.

Although the discussion above was geared to the entry point of the

solution, it accurately describes the marching solution for downstream
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points, since the approach is unaltered.

The immediate results at each axial station are a set of temp-

eratures, a set of radial and axial velocities and a static pressure.

The pressure is printed out directly, but the axial velocities and

radial temperatures are used to compute a mixing cup temperature

and a local Nusselt number, with the local Nusselt number being the

printed result for heat transfer purposes.
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III. DESCRIPTION OF NUMERICAL PROCEDURES

Basic Grid System

The finite grid system used in this research was developed

around a marker and cell approach and is illustrated by Figure 2 and

Figure 3 on the following page. This same grid scheme was used by

Cochrane (7, p. 15) and the illustrations on the following page are

from his work.

In this approach, the fluid properties including temperature,

pressure and apparent viscosity are defined in the center of the cell

and fluid velocities are defined on the boundaries of the cell (Figure 2).

Therefore, once the axial velocities have been computed, the method

allows explicit solution for the cell radial velocities by use of the

differential continuity equation.

As shown in Figure 3, three-cell groups in the X-direction are

used at each radial point as required by the Crank-Nicolson method

of writing second derivatives. Known values and unknown values for

each set of cells are as indicated in this sketch. Note also that an

artificial row of cells is added to the outside of the pipe wall for

boundary value purposes; this will be discussed later.

Special Grid Features

In addition to the basic features described previously, the
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capacity to vary the grid size, both axially and radially, has been built

into the numerical program.

An exponential function is employed to continually increase the

axial increment tX as the solution proceeds along the pipe.

-K
3XAX = K

1
+ (K2 - K1)(1 e

AX K1 as X

LX K2 as X 5- 0 ( 0 . 1 )

This feature allows a higher degree of resolution and stability for the

numerical equations near the inlet where large gradients are imposed

by the boundary condition, and still allows for the computer time to

remain within reasonable bounds by considerably reducing the total

number of axial stations required.

In the radial direction a uniform cell size is selected, and the

radius divided evenly. A selected number of cells near the wall are

then subdivided into smaller even increments. As a result, better

resolution is obtained in the wall region where the most severe temp-

erature gradients exist, with the computation time being maintained at

a reasonable level.

Finite Difference - Procedure A

Two different methods of finite differencing the applicable differ-

ential equations were used. This was done in order to evaluate these
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methods on the same application and select the method which proved

most stable in giving accurate results.

The first approach, termed "procedure A" herein, is a modifica-

tion of the differencing scheme put forth by Torrance and Rockett (18)

while studying flows involving natural convection. To provide a clear

picture of the differencing technique, in view of the special features

described earlier, a section of the grid system showing the variable

EX increments and the boundary between the radially subdivided cells

and undivided cells is presented on Figure 4. The symbology used in

this sketch is appropriate to the discussion in the following paragraphs.

The differential energy equation is rewritten in the "transport"

form with the nonlinear convective terms rearranged by retracting the

continuity equation, used to develop the earlier form of this equation.

2
a(UT) 1 a(RVT) a T 1 aT

ax R aR 2
+ R aR + Br St.

aR

The energy equation is then developed about the point where T(2, 3) is

defined (see pivotal cell indicated on Figure 4) and the numerical der-

ivatives are written as follows:

a(UT) U(2
9

J)(T(Z I J)+ T(3, J))/2 - U(1, J)(T(l, J) + T(2, J))/2,
ax

[
tX2

2
+ 0(AX2 )
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a(RVT) r (R(J) + AR1/2)V(2, J-1)(W1T(2, J) + W2T(2, 3-1))
aR ARi

(R(J) - AR1/2)V(2, J)(W3T(2, 3+1) + W4T(Z, 3))
+0(AR1

2)
LR 1

a
2T

1 r AR 1 T (3, J-1) - (AR1+(AR1+AR2)/2)T(3,

8R2
2 (Alli (ARi +AR2)/2+AR1(AR1+AR2)2/4)/2

((AR' AR2)/2)T(3, J+1)+AR1T(1,J-1)-(ARMAR1+4R2)/2)T(1,J)

(ARi (AR1+AR2)/2 + AR1(AR1+AR2)2/4)/2

((AR1+AR2)/2)T(1, 3+1)
] + 0(AR1

3)

(AR1
2

(AR1+AR2)/2 +AR1(AR1+AR2)
2/4)/2

oT T(2, J-1) - T(2, 3+1) + 0(AR1
2)

aR AR1+ (AR1+AR2)/2

U(2, J+1)+ U(1, J+1) U(2, J-1) - U(1, J-1).,2
= [ j + O(tR12)2(AR1 + (AR1 +AR2) /2)

The variables Wl, W2, W3 and W4 are weighting factors and their

values are assigned in accordance with the relative size of radially

divided and undivided cells. Note that the convective terms are written

such that the difference between the energy transported out of a face

of the cell and that transported into the opposite face is used to form

the derivative. This is the basis for the "transport method" which

Torrance and Rockett (18) describe as being very stable.
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The nonconvective derivatives are written in the form of central

differences, with the Crank-Nicolson method being used for the second

derivative. Taylor expansions in the forward and backward directions

are used to develop the central difference derivatives above, so that

unequal cell sizes can be handled. (The order of magnitude of the

error is also taken from the Taylor expansions. ) Note that if the cell

heights AR1 and AR2 are the same, the central difference deriva-

tives reduce to their conventional forms.

The differential momentum equation is also rearranged such

that the nonlinear convective terms are in a transport form, and again

a modified Torrance and Rockett technique is employed.

1 rD(U
2

) 1 a(Rvu), dp a u s au as au
- + s + +Pr DX

+R aR dx 2 R aR aR aRaR

The momentum equation is developed about the point where U(2, J)

is defined (see pivotal cell, Figure 4) and the numerical derivatives

are written as follows:

a(u2)
[ ( ) (

U(3' J)+(U(2, J) 2 U(2 J)+U(1, 3)2 r 1

DX 2 2 L (AX2+AX3)/2]

2
+ 0(AX2 )

a(Rvu) (Ro.)+AR1/2)(v(3, j)+wzup, 3-1))
aR zARi

(R(J)-AR1/2)(V(3, J)+V(2,J))(W3U(2, +1)+W4U(2, J))]
2AR1
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+ 0(AR1
2)

dP P(3, J) - P(2, J) _2
+ 0(AXL

dX (AX2 +AX3)/2

2a u 1 r AR1U(3, J-1)-(ARMAR1+AR2)/2)U(3,J)

aR
2 2

(AR12(AR1+AR2)/2+AR1(AR1+AR2)
2/4)/2

( (nR1+AR2)/2)U(3, J +1) +LR1U(1, J-1)

(AR 12 (AR 1 +AR2 2+AR1 (AR 1 +AR2 )
2/4)/2

-(ARMAR1+AR2)/2)U(1, J)+((AR1+AR2)/2)U(1, J+1)]
2 2

(LR1 (AR1+AR2)/2+AR1(AR1+AR2) /4)/2

+ 0(AR1
3)

au U(2, J-1) - U(2, J+1) + 0(AR1
2)

aR AR1+(AR1+AR2)/2

as S(3, J-1) +S(2, J-1) -S(3, J+1) S(2, J+1) + 0(AR1
2)

aR 2(AR1+(AR1+ AR2) /2)

As with the energy equation, the values of the weighting factors Wl,

W2, W3 and W4 depend upon the relative sizes of the divided and

undivided cells. Again, the radial central difference derivaties can

be shown to reduce to their conventional forms if tR1 and AR2 be-

come equal.

Only near the wall boundary, where the cells are radially sub-

divided, do the radial numerical derivatives assume the complex

forms presented here. At other radial grid points they reduce to
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simpler forms, which can be obtained by letting AR1 equal AR2 as

indicated above.

The result of inserting the numerical difference relationships

into the momentum or energy equation is a set of algebraic equations

which form a tri-diagonal matrix. For the energy equation, a set of

N linear equations in the unknown temperatures T(3, J) results. (N

is the total number of radial grid cells, including the cell in the arti-

ficial outside layer. )

T(3, J-1) - Bl(J)T(3, J) + B2(J)T(3, J+1) = B3(J)

The coefficients Bl, B2 and B3 are obtained from known upstream

quantities which makes the equations linear without need for iteration

past the initial solution.

For the momentum equation a set of N- 1 nonlinear equations

results. The numerical integral continuity equation is appended to this

set to give N equations of the following type:

U(3, J-1) - B1(J)U(3, J) + B2(J)U(3, J+1) - B3(J)AP = B4(J)

The coefficients B1, B2, B3 and B4 are not constants in this case

and are functions of 5(3, J), U(3, J) and V(3, J) , which are yet un-

knowns. Therefore, an iterative solution is required for the system

of equations developed here. Upstream values are assumed for the

first iteration (5(3, J) = S(2, J), U(3, J) = U(2, J), V(3, J) = V(2, J)), and
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after the first solution for the set of axial velocities, updated values

are computed for V(3, J) and S(3, J) and for the coefficients above.

The solution continues to cycle as described before, until a satisfac-

tory set of U(3, J) emerges.

A detailed description of the procedures used in reducing the tri-

diagonal energy and momentum equation matrices is presented in

Appendix I. Those procedures were also used by Cochrane (7, p. 80).

The differential continuity equation is arranged as follows:

au 1

R
Va(RU)

= 0ax aR

The numerical derivatives are written in the manner shown below

(about the center point of the cell). The reader is again referred to

Figure 4.

aU U(3, J) - U(2, J) o(Oa32)
aX .X3

a(RV) (R(J)+AR1/2)V(3, J-1) - (R( J)-AR1/2)V(3, J) + 0(AR1 2)
aR AR1

After these numerical derivatives are substituted into the continuity

equation an explicit relationship is derived.

R(J)+AR1/2 )V(3 3-1) + AR1 R(J)(U(3,3-)-U(2,3))V(3, J) = (R(J)-A111/2 AX3(R(J) - AR1/2)

Because of the way the grid system is developed, the velocities in the

right side of the equation are known, and all of the radial velocities,
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V(3, J) may be calculated by beginning at the pipe wall, where

V(3, J-1) = 0 , and progressing toward the centerline, cell after cell.

A comprehensive error analysis of the type presented in Carna-

han,Luther and Wilkes (2, p. 441) would be very difficult if not im-

possible to apply to these complex momentum and energy equations.

However, since relatively proven methods are being applied to the

numerical differences, it can be assumed that the discretization error

is bounded by the grid size and will decrease with decreasing grid

size. Convergence will be discussed further in a later section.

Finite Difference - Procedure B

The second approach used in the numerical differencing of the

differential equations applied was that of retaining the convective

terms in their nonlinear form and applying standard "two-increment"

central differences to these terms (using information one full grid

space forward and one full grid space backward of the point consider-

ed). Nonconvective terms in each of the equations are not affected by

the change in procedure described above, and will be approximated

as described under procedure A. These terms will not be covered

again here.

Convective terms for the differential energy equation are written

as shown on the following page:



aT aTu + v =ax aR
0 0 0
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The grid system is used in the same manner as was done for proced-

ure A, and the energy equation is again developed about the point

where T(2, J) is defined (see Figure 4). Therefore, the numerical

derivatives for the energy equation are written as follows:

U
aT

= (U(2'
J) + U(1, (T(3, J) - T(1, J) ,

aX 2 AX2+(AX1+AX- 3)/2) 4- °(6X2 )

a T V(2 J) +V(2, J-1) T(2, J-1)--T(2 J+1)
(V = '

aR 2 AR1+(AR1+AR2) /2 )+ 0(A111 )

Placing these numerical derivatives into the energy equation, and in-

cluding nonconvective derivatives as described before, gives a set of

linear algebraic equations of the type obtained for procedure A. The

method of solving this set of equations is unchanged.

Convective terms for the differential momentum equation are

also rewritten in the original nonlinear fashion.

Pr
r u +

au,
=aX aR

The numerical representation of the momentum equation is again

developed about the point where U(2, J) is defined in the grid, and the

numerical derivatives used are indicated below;

aU U(2, J)(U(3, J)-(U(1, J)) + 0(AX2
2)

aX AX2 + 0X3
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vau
= [V(3' J)+V(2, J)+V(3, J-1)+V(2, J-1)11 U(2' J-1)-U(2, 3+1),

aR 4 AR1+(AR1+AR2)/2

+ 0(AR12)

When these derivatives are inserted into the momentum equation along

with the nonconvective terms, a nonlinear set of simultaneous algebraic

equations is formed. The equations are of the type described for pro-

cedure A and are also solved by the same methods. As stated before,

Appendix I contains complete information describing the techniques

used to reduce the simultaneous solution matrices for both the energy

and momentum equations.

Inlet Flow Development

The velocity profile entering the heating section of the pipe is

assumed fully developed, which means that this profile must be com-

puted and fed into the numerical program as a starting condition. In

view of the complex constitutive model used, an analytical solution

for the entry profile is extremely difficult, even though a simple uni-

dimensional momentum equation can be employed. Jensen (11, p. 1-

40) referenced an infinite series type solution for fully developed flow

using the Powell-Eyring model, however, he chose not to use this solu-

tion in his work because of its complexity, and used an iterative

approach instead.
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It was also decided in this research to use an iterative proced-

ure based upon the momentum equation and the constitutive relation-

ship. The momentum equation used was the simple one-dimensional

version expressing conservation of axial momentum.

r 12. du
T =rx 2 dx dr

rearranged:

dimensionless version:

du r LIE
dr 21-1 dx

dU R dP
=

dR 2S dX

The apparent viscosity S and the pressure derivative dP/dX are

initially unknown, with the apparent viscosity being a function of the

local velocity derivative and the pressure derivative being a function

of the velocity derivative at the wall. The iterative scheme originated

to solve for the velocity profile is described below.

First, an analytical solution derived from the power law for the

fluid (7, p. 19) is used to get the starting values for the set of veloc-

ity derivatives dU/dR . The pressure derivative is computed from

the wall velocity derivative.

Second, the information above is used to calculate the apparent

viscosities with the present constitutive equation. Then, updated
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values are obtained for the velocity derivatives through the rearrang-

ed momentum equation.

Third, the updated velocity derivatives are used to calculate new

viscosities, a new pressure derivative is computed from an extrapo-

lated wall velocity derivative, and a further updated set of velocity

derivatives is then obtained. This process is continued until the set of

axial velocity derivatives converges to stable values.

Finally, the velocity derivatives are integrated using a fourth

order Newton-Cotes closed integration formula (2, p. 74), and the

axial velocity profile U(J) is obtained. The axial velocities are of

course computed at radial locations which match the points in the grid

system used within the' pipe.

With regard to the starting profile and velocity derivatives, it

should be noted that starting profiles other than those developed from

the power law could be used, within reasonable limitations (for ex-

ample a flat profile could not be used). An example of a usable profile

would be the parabolic profile of Newtonian flow. The power law was

used here as a starting point in order to hasten convergence.

Boundary Conditions

The velocity and temperature boundary conditions which are

applied to the pipe flow solution are presented in equation form.



For R = 1/2 (wall):

= 0

V = 0

T = Tw
or

aT,
aR w = FLUX = qD
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At Entry:

au
aR

8T
aR

0

= 0

0

kt.

V = 0 (all R)

T = 1 (all R)

U = U(R)
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From the grid system (Figure 3), it is apparent that the wall

boundary condition for V can be applied directly, because that veloc-

ity is defined on the pipe wall. The wall boundary condition for U is

applied by defining the velocity in the adjacent artificial cell outside of

the wall to be the negative of the velocity in the first cell inside the

wall. Since the two cells are defined to be of the same size, this

means that the average of the two velocities is zero and occurs at the

wall, at least to the accuracy of the first order differencing implied.
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At the centerline, V is again defined so that it may be set to

zero directly. The condition that the axial velocity not have a radial

gradient is satisfied by setting U in the cell beyond the centerline

equal to U in the first cell inside the centerline.

The temperature or heat flux condition at the wall is program-

med in such a way that this boundary condition may be varied in the

direction of flow. At any axial point the temperature or heat flux

condition is implemented by specifying the relationship between the

temperature in the artificial cell outside the pipe wall and the adja-

c ent wall inside of the wall. For the case of a known temperature on

the wall, the outside cell temperature is specified so that the arith-

metic average of the temperatures on each side of the wall is equal to

the wall temperature. For the case of known heat flux, the outside

cell temperature is specified to give the correct value of the temper-

ature gradient at the wall, within the accuracy of first order differ-

encing.

The temperature symmetry about the centerline is satisfied by

setting the temperature in the cell outside of the centerline equal to

the temperature in the first cell inside of the centerline.

Other Computing Features

Several numerical features and subprograms are required to

solve any problem of numerical complexity. Some of those employed
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in this research are discussed below.

The inverse hyperbolic sine function required by the fluid consti-

tuency model was built into the numerical program in the form of a

series presented in reference 10, p. 88, The series was checked for

accuracy over the range of values 105 to 105 of the argument, and

was found to produce no more than 0. 01% maximum error.

An extrapolation routine was used at the inlet to obtain the wall

derivative of the axial velocity in the inlet flow iteration scheme de-

tailed earlier. The routine was based upon a fifth order backward

difference, and was found to be very accurate in several tests.

Calculation of the mixing cup temperature for evaluating the

Nusselt number required the use of a numerical integral, as did the

integral continuity equation. After some experimentation with differ-

ent integration approaches, it was decided to use a simple trapezoid-

al closed integration formula. This formula proved to be accurate

for the size of grid mesh used.

Convergence

For the complex partial differential equations used in this invest-

igation, it would be impossible to evaluate accurately the convergence

in mathematical terms. The fact that the momentum and energy

equations are coupled, adds to the complexity of any such pre-solution

error analysis.
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In view of the above, the approach used here was to employ

tested numerical techniques and to maintain as fine a grid size as

computation time would allow. The discussion regarding finite differ-

ences, presented earlier, would indicate that the total discretization
2error for the equations, in derivative form, would be 0(AX ) + O(t1 ).

The discretization error for the solution of each equation would prob-

ably be bounded by this error value; therefore, one can seen the posi-

tive effects of using a fine grid.

Stability is even more difficult to predict for the type of equa-

tions used here, and again the approach was to attempt to avoid prob-

lems by using accepted differencing methods. One of the major rea-

sons for using the Crank-Nicolson method was because this scheme

has been shown to increase stability (7, p. 21). In addition, finite

difference procedure A was developed to determine if this approach

offered any increased stability over the more commonly used form of

the convective derivatives employed in procedure B.

Ultimately, of course, demonstrated consistency of trial solu-

tions with known analytic solutions must be used to evaluate the stabil-

ity and convergence of the numerical methods employed.
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IV. RESULTS

Introductory Remarks

The heat transfer and pressure drop solutions were obtained with

a fifty increment radial grid where four cells nearest the wall were

each further subdivided into five equal cells.

The solutions were terminated at a value of X = 001, which

allows for a very sizeable pipe length. If Pr = 1000 (1300 < Pr <

5500 for the fluids analyzed) and Re = 100, this value of X corre-

sponds to an axial distance of 10, 000 diameters. Even for represen-

tative Newtonian liquids with Pr = 10, the axial distance would be

100 diameters for Re = 100.

The results obtained are presented on plots of local Nusselt num-

ber and dimensionless pressure drop versus reduced axial distance,

X = x/DRePr. For a constant flux boundary condition, the utility of

the local Nusselt number lies in the fact that it may be used to com-

pute the local wall temperature, since the fluid mean temperature can

be calculated from an energy balance. The wall temperature would

generally represent the maximum temperature in the fluid.

Given a particular fluid and heating condition, the pressure drop

curves presented would allow calculation of the static pressure loss

developed from the inlet out to the axial length considered. These

curves can also be used to obtain the pressure loss for the case where
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no heat is transferred to the fluid and the flow is fully developed.

This information is obtainable from the curves plotted from the solu-

tions for temperature-independent viscosity.

Check Solutions

The numerical program used in this investigation was checked by

obtaining heat transfer and pressure drop results for Newtonian fluids

with temperature-independent viscosity, and comparing these to known

solutions. Solutions were obtained for constant wall temperature and

constant wall flux and compared to infinite series solutions developed

by Sellars, Tribus, and Klein and presented by Kays (12, p. 126-130).

The numerical solutions and the analytical solutions were compared

only for X > 0.0005 in the constant wall temperature case and for

X > 0.001 in the constant flux case, because the infinite series solu-

tions lose accuracy for small X due to truncated terms,

Figure 5 shows a graphical comparison of local Nusselt numbers

for the constant wall temperature case. Values obtained from the

Sellars, Tribus and Klein solution are plotted with the numerical solu-

tion for Nusselt number, The two solutions agree to within one per-

cent over the range of comparison shown. Figure 6 displays a simi-

lar comparison for the case of constant wall flux, and for the range

of comparison shown, agreement to within one percent or less is ob-

tained. As an added verification, a solution was obtained for the
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Newtonian fluid with temperature dependent viscosity and is also pre-

sented on Figure 6 as curve 20 This latter curve indicates increased

heat transfer due to the temperature effects on viscosity, as would be

expected based upon physical arguments and previous results (7, p.

1-50). (Increased heat transfer would be expected because when the

viscosity decreases with increasing temperature near the wall, the

axial velocity profile is made more "flat" resulting in an increased

mixing cup temperature and heat transfer. Also, radial velocities

add to the heat transfer by moving cooler central fluid out toward the

pipe wall where this fluid can accept energy readily. )

The solution for pressure drop in a Newtonian fluid is presented

on Figure 7 where it is compared with the well known Hagen-Poiseuille

relationship (dimensionless). The analytic and numerical solutions

differ by less than 0 5% maximum. The pressure drop for the case

of temperature-varying viscosity is also shown on Figure 7 and dis-

plays the expected decrease of pressure loss due to the temperature-

induced viscosity decrease in the fluid.

In order to obtain information on the order of magnitude of the

effects of viscous dissipation, a heat transfer solution was developed

for 3% sodium carboxymethyl cellulose ( cmc ) with viscous dissipa-

tion considered. The values assigned to the Brinkman number during

this solution was purposely made extremely large (for 3% cmc ), so

that maximum viscous dissipation would be simulated. The heat
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transfer results obtained are presented on Figure 8 where they are

compared to a similar solution in which viscous dissipation was neg-

lected. A dimensionless Flux of 1.00 and a temperature modifier ex-

ponent AH/Rt. of 5. 00 were used to make the comparative solutions

representative of solutions to be displayed later.

The comparison indicates that the dissipation effects are most

pronounced for large axial distances, as we would expect, and that

the maximum difference is on the order of 7% of the heat transfer ob-

tained without considering dissipation. The direction of the difference

is also consistent with physical argument and the definition of Nusselt

number. To present an explanation for this, the local Nusselt number

is defined below, in terms of the dimensionless variables used in this

investigation.

Flux
Nux

T Tw m

In the viscous case above, the dimensionless flux was held constant

while the wall temperature and mixed mean temperature were in-

creased by dissipation over their counterparts in the nonviscous case.

However, because large gradients cause most of the dissipation to

occur near the wall, the wall temperature is increased to a larger

degree than the mean temperature and the difference between the two

temperatures is increased, resulting in a decreased Nusselt number.
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Based on the above comparison for 3% cmc, it was decided to

neglect viscous dissipation for the remainder of the solutions obtained.

Under normal conditions where the Brinkman number has a more

physically realistic value then usecltin the comparison, the effects of

viscous dissipation on the Nusselt number would be minimal.

Results for Non-Newtonian Flow

For some of the results presented here, solutions were obtained

using both finite difference methods, procedure A and procedure B. A

comparison of the numbers obtained by the two procedures indicated

that each produced accurate and compatible results, however, proced-

ure A did not show any increased stability features over procedure B,

and required more computation time. Therefore, a numerical pro-

gram based upon procedure B was used for the remaining solutions.

For the purpose of forming the dimensionless parameters such

as Re, Pr and Br, based upon the fluid variables used in this re-

search, a knowledge of the entry wall viscosity niw is required.

Figure 9 displays a plot of a dimensionless form of this viscosity as

a function of the Powell-Eyring number which is a measure of the

amount of flow in the pipe. The plots shown correspond to the three

fluids investigated in this work, however ri values for other fluids
iw

displaying a y value (y=ABC) near those shown may be obtained by

interpolation (or extrapolation). Note that at higher flows (corresponding
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to higher strain-rates) the wall viscosities asymptotically approach

the limiting viscosity given by the value of the Powell-Eyring constant

C.

The final results in terms of local Nusselt number and dimension-

less pressure drops for the three fluids analyzed, are presented on

Figure 10 through Figure 23 on the following pages. These solutions

were obtained for a uniform boundary flux parameter equal to 1. 00

combined with three degrees of temperature sensitivity for the vis-

cosity: AFI/Rti = 0, 5 and 10. These values of the viscosity modifier

exponent are felt to be representative for the fluids and conditions con-

sidered (11, p. 1-198). The curves are arranged such that the heat

transfer plot is followed directly by a plot of the pressure drop for

the same set of conditions.

Figures 10 and 11 contain results for a 19% thorium oxide (Th0
2

)

solution (compositions are given as percent by volume, 16, p. 708-

71 3). For this highly non-Newtonian case only one value of the Powell-

Eyring number was considered; PE = 0. 150, Heat transfer curve 2,

where AH/Rt. = 5.0, indicates that for X < 10-5 19% thorium oxide

exhibits a local Nusselt number which is 30% higher than that shown

for the Newtonian fluid on Figure 6, curve 2, where DH /Rt,

equals 5. 0. At X = 0. 002 the local Nusselt number for 19% Th02 is

13% higher. Figures 7 and 11 show that, for All/Rt. = 5. 0, 19%

Th02 has a pressure drop that is generally more than 150% greater
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than that for the temperature-dependent Newtonian fluid at the same

axial position. In the temperature-dependent case the pressure loss

is approximately 60% greater in 19% Th02.

Solutions for 3% cmc are presented on Figure 12 through Figure

17, where the values of 0.150, 0. 750 and 1.50 are considered for the

Powell-Eyring number. Figure 12 represents the local Nusselt num-

ber for PE = 0. 150, and points are also plotted from a power law

solution (7, p. 41) for exponent n = 0.50. The comparison for Nusselt

numbers is made for the temperature-dependent case and the two solu-

tions agree to within 5%, with maximum deviation occurring at the

larger axial lengths. Since the power law exponent for 3% cmc is

known to be closer to n = 0.55 (11, p. 709-710), the agreement

shown here is considered excellent. At PE = 0. 150, the local Nusselt

number for 3% cmc using AH/Rt. = 10. 0 is shown to increase by 32%

maximum, over that obtained for the temperature independent case.

Figure 13 shows that the pressure drop out to X = 0.025 for

tH /Rt. = 10.0 is only 42% of that for ®H /Rt. = 0. 0 out to the same
1

point.

Figures 14 and 16 display local Nusselt numbers for 3% cmc at

PE = 0.750 and 1.50, respectively. Close examination of these plots

indicates that the Nusselt numbers for both temperature-dependent

and temperature-independent cases decrease with increasing Powell-

Eyring number, for the range of Powell-Eyring numbers considered.
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This is reasonable because, as the flow is increased, higher strain-

rates are developed and the fluid will tend toward the limiting viscos-

ity with the profile becoming less "flat" and becoming more parabolic.

Consequently, the Nus sett number would tend to be lowered with the

bottom limit of course being the Nusselt number for Newtonian flow,

obtained only at very high flow rates where the limiting viscosity is

surely reached. Figures 12 and 16 show that the local Nusselt number

decreases by approximately 4% for the temperature-independent case

as PE is varied from 0. 150 to 1.50. For the temperature-dependent

case (tH /Rt. = 10. 0), the decrease is 8%. Similar behavior may be

noted by the reader on Figures 13 and 17 regarding pressure drop,

where again a decrease is caused by increasing flow rate because the

limiting viscosity is approached.

Figures 18 through 23 present results for 3. 7% thorium oxide,

which displays an approximate power law exponent of n = 0. 75 and is

non-Newtonian to a much lesser degree than the fluids discussed pre-

viously. Figure 18 shows the local Nusselt number for PE = 0. 150,

and also displays a comparison between the present solution and one

obtained by use of the power law (7, p. 39) for the case of tempera-

ture-independence. The largest difference between the solutions for

the range of comparison shown is on the order of 4%, so agreement

can be considered quite good.
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The local Nusselt number for 3. 7% Th02 exhibits a maximum

increase of about 14% for the temperature-dependent situation

(AFI/Rt. = 10. 0), over the temperature-independent case. When

tH /Rt. = 10. 0 is used the pressure drop is reduced to 55% of the

value obtained for temperature-independent viscosity at X = 0. 02

(Figure 19). A comparison of Figures 18 and 22 and Figures 19 and

23 indicates that changes in Powell-Eyring number of the magnitude

considered here have little effect on the heat transfer or pressure

drop for 3. 7% ThOz. This is expected, in accordance with previous

arguments, because this fluid is non-Newtonian only to a small degree

so that the axial velocity profiles would be approximately parabolic

even at small flow rates. Therefore, there would be only small

changes in these profiles as the flow increased, resulting in very

small effects on the heat transfer and dimensionless pressure drop.

The last graph presented, Figure 24, shows the redevelopment

of the axial velocity profile as the fluid flows down the heated pipe,

for one of the temperature-dependent cases studied. Note the redis-

tribution of larger velocity components toward the pipe wall as the

fluid continues down the pipe. This is the "flattening" of the velocity

profile referred to in earlier discussions.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Results obtained by the numerical program for pseudoplastic

fluids in laminar flow with temperature-dependent viscosity and con-

stant flux indicate that the non-Newtonian nature of these fluids can

significantly increase the local Nusselt number above that for Newton-

ian fluids. The pressure drop is also shown to be greater for non-

Newtonian fluids. It was found that for strongly non-Newtonian fluids,

increasing the flow rate will decrease the local Nusselt number, to a

limited extent. It was discovered that viscous dissipation played only

a small part in the heat transfer for the cases studied, and this effect

was then neglected.

Temperature dependence by the viscosity is shown to increase

the local Nusselt number and decrease the pressure drop significantly.

This effect is sufficiently large to warrant design consideration, and

for the case of a known wall temperature boundary condition where

heat flux is not externally limited, could account for a large part of

the total heat transferred.

Difficulties were encountered with stability for the constant wall

temperature case when temperature-dependent viscosity was assumed,

in spite of a special numerical approach, procedure A, being used.

Because of this, procedure A was not extensively employed. No ex-

planation is available for the stability problem, except that possibly
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an extremely fine grid size is required by the differential equations for

this type of boundary condition. Solutions with very fine grid sizes

were not carried out because immense amounts of computing time

would have been required on the CDC 3300 computer used in this re-

search.

For potential users of the present numerical program, who wish

to extend its capabilities to solve the temperature-dependent viscosity

case with constant temperature boundary condition, the author recom-

mends a careful, extensive, dimensional analysis of the momentum,

energy and continuity differential equations in their most general form.

These equations may be found in the chapter entitled, "EQUATIONS

AND SOLUTION METHOD". Such an analysis would more accurately

determine the relative magnitudes of the various terms in the equations

and provide a basis for revising the present numerical scheme or for

developing a new one. For anyone with access to a computer with a

capability significantly in excess of the one used in this investigation,

there is also the possibility of using a very fine grid size as a first

alternative in overcoming the difficulties described above.

From the local Nusselt number curves on Figures 10 through 23

it can be seen that for a large majority of these cases, the local

Nusselt number can be well approximated by a straight line out to

axial lengths as large as X = 5. 0.103. For most non-Newtonian

fluids this distance could be in excess of 1, 000 diameters down the
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pipe from entry. Therefore, the author recommends that anyone inter-

ested in experimentally correlating entry length heat transfer in pipes

to pseudoplastic fluids, consider using an expression of the following

form, especially if a constant flux boundary condition is used.

Nu = aXbx

a, b = constants

X
x

D RePr

Notes on Use of the Numerical Program

The computer program used in this research is long and rather

complex to use. A. potential user is urged to study the skeletal flow

diagrams and the program presented in the Appendix I extensively,

before attempting a solution. Some points to be kept in mind regard-

ing use of the program are noted below:

1. It is recommended that no less than 50 radial increments be

used.

2. In addition to the appropriate boundary condition and

Powell-Eyring model constants A, B, and C, among the

values to be supplied are the Powell-Eyring number (assign-

ed the variable name "etch" in the program) and the power

law exponent to be used for the inlet flow development.
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3. Changing the number of cells subdivided and the relative

size between divided and undivided cells requires that ad-

justments be made in the subprogram "Flowdevl". These

alterations are required because the weighting coefficients

used in the numerical differences must be changed to suit

the new relative cell sizes and because the inlet flow develop-

er must match the positions of the inlet velocities with the

grid in the pipe. Thorough study of the subscripted variable

AF in Flowdevl is recommended. (The program is present-

ly in working order for 50 radial increments with four cells

nearest the wall subdiVided into five equal sub-cells. )

4. To analyze a Newtonian fluid fictitious values of A and B

are fed into the program such that A*B *C > 1000. The

variable C would be given a value equal to the Newtonian

viscosity.
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APPENDIX I

Matrix Reduction Procedures for Solving the
Energy and Momentum Equations

The procedures described here are those employed by Cochrane

(7, p. 80-85) et al.

Energy Equation

The set of simultaneous linear equations derived from the energy

equation plus boundary conditions when written in matrix notation is

17.7 = B3

The terms T and B3 as used here are vectors, and B is a tri-

diagonal matrix of coefficients. Since B is tri-diagonal the solution

for the unknown T(3, J) is possible by straightforward application of

the Gauss elimination method. Written out explicitly the set of equa-

tions has the following form.

-B1(1)T(3, 1)+B2(1)T(3, 2) = B3(1)

T(3, 1)-B1(2)T(3, 2)+B2(2)T(3, 3) = B3(2)

T(3, 2)-B1(3)T(3, 3)+B2(3)T(3, 4) = B3(3)

T(3, N-2)-B1(N-1)T(3, N-1)+B2(N-1)T(3, N) = B3(N-1)

T(3, N-1)-B1(N)T(3, N) = B3(N)



The elimination procedure is initiated by defining

and

For J > 1

and

Finally the result is

a (1) =

13(1) =

a(J) =

13(J) =

B2(1)_ -
B1(1)

B3(1)
B1(1)

B2 (J)
Bl(J) + a(J-1)

B3(J) - 1(J-1)
Bl(J) + a(J-1)

T(3, N) = 13(N)

The other temperatures are then found by back-substitution into the

equation

T(3, J) = NJ) - a (J)T(3, J+1) .

Momentum Equation
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The set of momentum equations with the integral form of the

continuity equation appended to it may be written as follows (The con-

tinuity equation is written first):
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B5(2)R(2)U(3, 2)-F +B5(N-1)R(N-1)U(3, N-1) = 1/8

4B1(2)+11U(3,2)+B2(2)U(3, 3) -B3(2)AP = B4(2)

U(3, 2)-B1(3)U(3, 3)+B2(3)U(3, 4) -B3(3)AP = B4(3)

U(3, 3)-B1(4)U(3, 4)+B2(4)U(3, 4)- B3(4)EP = B4(4)

U(3, N-3)-B1(N-2)U(3, N-2)+132(N-2)U(3, N-1)-B3(N-2)AP = B4(N-2)

U(3, N-2)4B1(N-1)+B2(N-1)]U(3, N-1)-B3(N-1),6,13 = B4(N-1)

Application of the elimination method in this case is not so straight-

forward as it is in solving for temperatures. Not all elimination

methods work because of loss of significant figures, and iterative

methods give only fair results while using tremendous amounts of

computer time. The following elimination method solves the equations

far better than iterative methods while using comparatively tittle com-

puter time.

The procedure actually used redefines the set of B4(J) so that

one may solve for

AU(J) = U(3, J) U(2, J)

instead of solving for U(3, J). The set of equations to be solved with

that change incorporated is as follows:
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B5(2)R(2)AU(2)+... +B5(N-1)R(N-1)AU(N-1) = 0

-[B1(2)+1]AU(2)+B2(2)AU(3) -B3(2)AP = B4(2)

AU(2 ) - B1 (3),61.1(3)+B2 ( 3)AU(4) -B3(3).6P -- B4(3)

AU(3)-B1(4)AU(4)+B2(4)AU(5) -B3(4)Ali = B4(4)

LU(N- 3) Bl(N-2)AU(N-2 )+B2 (N-2 )AU(N- 1) B3(N-2)AP = B4(N-2 )

is,U(N-2)-[B1(N-1)+B2(N-1)]AU(N-1) -B3(N-1)AP B4(N-1)

The elimination procedure is started by defining a set of numbers ob-

tained by dividing the continuity equation by the leading element:

for

and

a (J) - B5(J)R(J)
B5(2)R(2)

3< J< N - 1

a(N) = 0 .

The first momentum equation is then divided by the negative of its

first element:

6(2)

V(2)

(1)(2)

B2(2)
B1(2)+1

B3(2)
B1(2)+1

B4(2)
B1(2) + 1
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That puts the first three equations (the continuity equation and the first

two momentum equations) into the following form:

AU(2)+a(3)dU(31+ -Fa(N- 1 )AU(N- 1)+a (N)AP = 0

-AU(2)+8(2)AU(3) + Y(2 ).O. P = 4 (2)

AU(2)-B1(3)AU(3)+132(3)AU(4) -B3(3)AP = B4(3)

The second equation is added to each of the other two equations leav-

ing two equations with AU(21 eliminated. The same procedure of

dividing by the leading element then reducing the equations is carried

out until the result is

and

AU (N -1) + a(N)AP

N-2

J=2

.4) (J )

--AU(n-1) + y(N-1)AP = ON-1) .

Then AP can be evaluated:

AP -

Back-substitution for the AU(J) is then begun:

and

LU(N-1) = y(N-1)AP ON-1)

AU(J) = y(J)AP + 8(J)AU(J+1) 4,(J)
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for

N - 2 < J< 2

The set of velocities U(3, J) is then obtained by substitution into

U(3, J) = AU(J) + U(2, J) .
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APPENDIX II

Simplified Numerical Flow Chart-

Input: Xlarge, Xsmall' NDXMX, AR, NDRWAL,

NDRDIV, AI, N(total grid points)

2. Read: PE, Br, H/ Rti, n, k, c, A, B, C

3. Set: Flux (x) or TBC(x) = constant = W1

No

dU dP
4.

dR dX
from power law

dR
dU

from Powell-Eyring and above

dU dP/ from extrapolator
R iw clX

Call FLOWDEVL

Yes
U = f(R

2)

Yes



9,

10.

Pr = f( niw)

AF(J), difference equation coefficients

Main Program

11.
UAVGNewtonian

U - U
UAVGNon-Newtoman

Call T EMP CAL C

12.

13.

Compute: B1(J), B2(J), B3(J)

Solve: T(3, J) -- matrix reduction

Call SCALC

dU
15. S = f(

dit
T)

= f(T)

Call UVCALC

16. Compute: B1(J), B2(J), B3(J), B4(J)

17. Solve: U(3, J) -- matrix reduction

Call SCALC

18. S (as above)

Main Program
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120. Tm (mixing cup temp. )
21. Nu

x
22. Print: Nu

x'
X, P, Tm, etc.

s. Print: U(3, J) , V(3, , T(3, J) S(3,

83
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APPENDIX III

Numerical. Program Listing
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PROGRAM ADVANCE3
C NON-NEWTONIAN HEAT TPANSER

DIMENSION U(3,134), V(3,174),T(!,134),S(3,134)p
1 FLUX(109), B1(134),92(1:'.),ALFH4(134),eETA(134),B3(174),
2 TP0(100),94(134),9;(134),AF(12,134),OELTA(134),GAMMAC1Z4),R(501),
3 PHI(134),OUDR(3,5C1531)950(501)
COMMON ALRHA, 31, 92, BETA, JRP, C2, DHRT, DIV, DX, OR,
1 E2, A, PLUY, ITN°, K, '1, M2, N9 NOY, NTRANS, PR,
2 R, S, 1, T9C, U, V, 9, C, XN, P, B4, E5, DPL, WALLTEMP, CPA,
3 3)(1, DX2,- 0X3, X, DELTA, GAMMA, PHI, Az, TY2, TM3, XNUSS,
4 XNUSSMN,X2,LCARD,ETOH,OELPX,DUOR,GAM,UAVG,
5 CAP,THERMIETAIC00,0

101 FOR4 AT(2F13.4,F5.2,F3.4,13,F3.4,I1)
201 FCRmAT(// 5X,2HN=,F8.4,5X,5HOH/RT=,F3.0,3X,5HETCH=pF10.4)
202 FORMAT(5X,10HWALL TEMP =, F10.4)
204 FORMAT(5X15HFLUY=,F10.4)
2/5 FORMATC2X,31HITERATION LIMIT REACHEO AT NOX=,I5p

1 5X,12HMAX PESIDUE=,E16.6)
901 FORmIT(5E10.3)

DX=11.50E08
OCX= 3.500E -03
AI=-115.

C MAGNITUDE OF *At CONTROLS RATE OF X INCREASE
IWRITE= 14
NDXMX =70

C I4RITE IS THE NO OF X INCREMENTS BETWEEN WRITEOUTS
DR=0.010
N=55
NORDIV=5
NORWAL=4

C NORWAL IS THE NO OF R INCREMENTS SUBDIVIDED NEAR THE WALL
C NORDIV IS THE NO OF PARTS OR IS BROKEN INTO NEAR THE WALL

DIV= NORDIV
NTRANS= NORDIV4NORWAL
ITNmX=20

75 REA0(3,101) ETCH,' RINK,OHRTIXN,K,W/,LCARD
RPAO(3,901) THERM,CAP,A,B,C
ITFAIL= 0

C K EQUAL 1 MEANS FLUX ROUND
C K ETJAL ? MEANS TEMP BOUND

WRITP.(10,201). XNICHRT,ETCH
Grim= A*B*C

C BOUND CONDITION BELOW IS FOR UNIFORM FLUX OR TEMP
IF(K .E0. 1) 4,5

4 WRITE(10,204) W1
DO 5 J=1,NOXMX

6 FLUX(J)= W/
GO TO 7

5 WRIT":(13,2n2) W1
DO 1) J= 1,NDXMX

10 TRC(J)= WI
7 CONTINUF

KO=K
URP= '.

M= N-1
M2= 4-2
N4RITE=
NWPITn=NWRITE
X= 0.
X;?.= 1.

°Pl.= D.
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REc.4IN=43001.
ITMO= 0
TM1=1.
C2= (3.4XN 1) /XN
E2= 1./XN
CALL FLCWOEVL
K=K1

.EQ. 1.) 44,151
951 CALL UAVG0
952 FORMAT(/ 5X15HUAVG=,E15.5 /)

DX1=OX
WPITE(11,152) 'JAVG

956 FCR".AT(1X,1HP,11X,c..HUP4ORT/)
957 FC?m1T(7X,F1C.3,5X,710.3)

WRITF.(10,'356)
00 951 J-'?,"
U(3,J)=0(7,J)*-1.01',1171/UAVG
WRITE(11057) R(J),U(31J)
U(1,J)=U(1,J)
U(2,J)=U(3,J)

959 CONTINUE
U(3,4)=U(1,")
0(2,4)=U(10)
U(1,1)=0(1,M)
U(1,1)=U(1,2)
U(2,1)=--U(1,2)
U(7,1)=U(/,2)
OX2= OX
OX3= nx
X= !IX/2.
NOX= 1
RE LIST= 1000.

34 CCNTINUE
IF(ITFAIL .6E. 1) 45,35

35 CALL T;i'IPCALC
CALL SCALC

36 CALL 'JVCALC
ITNO= ITNO I- 1

CALL SCAL'..:
RESMX= 0.
01=(1)(2,9)(3)/2.
02 =2. x"01

DO 43 J=2,m
RVEL=tV(3,J)+V(2,J)+V(3,J-1) +V(2,J-1))/4.
VISr:=CS(3,J)+S(?,J))/2.
DUDR1=(U(2,J1)U(2,J+1))/(AF(1,J)+AF(2,J))
IF(J .!0. 2) 71,41

39 0SO=.(S(3,2)S(3,3)+S(2,2)..S(2,3))/(2.*AF(1,J))
GC T1 41

40.050=1S(3,J-1)*S(3,J+1)+S(2,J..1)S(2,J41))/
(2.4(1F(1,J)+A(2,J)))

41 WT1=(U(2,J)(11(7,J)-U(1,J)))/(PR*02)
14-12=VFL31U1R0 /PR
WT3=-OnA/q1
WT5=VISC*(AF(1,J)*U(3,J-1)-(AF(10)+1P(J))fll(3,J)-4-

1 AF.(?,J)*U(31J+/)+A(1,J)*U(1,J1)(AE(1,J)+AF(20))*U(1,J)
2 +7(2,J)*U(1,J4-1))/(?.*AF(3,J))
WT6= VISCO/R(J)
WT7= OSOR*DUCRO
RES=1°S(WT74.v;T6+AT5+WT3WT2-..WT1Y
IF(R7S .GT. Rr:S9X) 47,43

47 R7SmX=PES
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43 CONTINUE
IF(`!1X .E0. 1)7000,7001

7010 TEST =1.0
GC T) 7002

7001 IF(N)Y .LT. 45)7013,7004
7003 TEST=1.5
7001 IF(N1X .LT. 45)7007,7004
7003 TTST=1.5

GO T1 7002
7004 TEST=1.75
7002 C1NTINUE

IE(PESMX .LT. TEST .ANN. RESLAST .LT. TEST
1 .A41. PES!'4X .LE. PESLAST) 42,51

51 PESLIT= PESMX
IF(RESLaST .LT. PESMIN)7500,7600

7500 PES?1IN=RESLAST
7600 CONTINUE
7650 F02"AT(/ 1X171APESMIN=,E16.6/)

IE(ITNO .LT. ITNuX) 36,52
52 WRITE(61,?15) NOX,PESMX

WRIT7.(19,215) NOXIRESMX
ITFAIL= ITFAIL +

7130 F1P4AT(11X,1HP,16X,IHU116X,1HVI15X12t4T2,15X,2HT3,
1 14X,2HS2,14X,2HS3)
WqTTE(19,7110)

7200 FORUAT(2F10.6,F16.6,4F10.6)
DC 7300 J=1,N
WRITE(10,7290)P(J),U(2,J),V(2,J),T(2,J),T(31J),

1 S(?pJ),S(3,J)
7300 CONTINUE

42 CONTINUE
WqITE(61,7650)RESMIN
TM:2= 0.
00 15 J=2,M
TU3= TM3 + U(7,J)*R(J)*T(3,J)*AF(12,J)

95 CONTINUE
F13= 30'1.43
IF(NOY .E0. 1 .0P. NOY .EC. 2 .OR.
1 NOX .Fr). NWPITO*IWPITE+1) 501,97

97 Nul= NDX -1
'FOC .Er). 1) 53,54

53 WALLTEU1=(T(2,1)+T(2,2))/2.
XNUs-3=ELUX(N!'1)/(WALLTEMP-TM2)
XNt-V=ELUY(N"1)/(NALLTE".P-(Tu2f1.0)/2.)

221 ECP'IAT(2X,E12.6,7X,E/6.6,3X,E16.6,3Y,E16.6,3X,
1 F1c.6,3Y,7771,7x,F.16.5 l)
07LTD=(IPA+DL)/(1)(?+(9Xl+DX3)/2.)
WRITE(19,221)X2,XTJS3,TM?,WALLTEMP,P,OELTP,XNAV
GC TI 505

54 COMTI4UF
XNUS3=(743-P11)/(4.4(TQC(NM1)-TM2)*(OX2f0X1/20-0X3/20)
TOrL=TeC(N"1)-(T42,1.(2)/2.
XNAV,..-(T-7'.1)/(4.crDL*FIX24-9X1/2.+0)(7/2.))

C CAL" 'FA' WJSFELT FOP tirFOPt" WALL TEt.q.' CASE
X':USS"N=IL01((TO(NUI)71.)/(T1C(NM1)-2))/(4.*X2)
G7= 3.1416/(4.*Y2)

217 FCP'11T(2X,'-12.6,3Y,!lc).6,3X,E16.613X,E16.61E15.613X,
1 E1'1.5,E9.5,E1.6 1)
1ELT3=(D:)L41P4)/(1Y"F(DX1+?X3)/2.).
WPITE(11,217)X,XNUS3,T12,XNUSSVN,G7,P,OFLIF,XNAV
GO Ti 505

501 CONTINUE
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IF(K .E0. 1) 1200,1210
1201 CONTINUE
503 FOP*41T(/ 7X,1HX,1)X,14',INUSSELT NUMB:R,6X,9HEAN TEMP,11X,

1 944".LL TEMP,15X,14c3,15X,5hDP/DX,15X,4NXNAV /)
WRIT-7(10,503)
GO T') 505

1210 CONTINUE
504 FCPM1T(/ 7X,1HX,11X,14HNUSSELT NU"13ER,6X,94MEAU TEMP,5X,

1 1c144EAN NUSSELT U43ER,2X,2HG2,20X,1HP,16X,5HOP/OX,
? 9X,414XNAV /)
WRIT.T(109504)

505 CONTINUE
OFL=OPA
P=P+ODA
IF(N1X .E). 1 .OR. NOY .EQ. NWRITE*IWRITE)22,23

22 CALL UAVGO
CALL OUTPUT
IF(NJX .E0. 1)23,24

24 NWRITO=NWRITE
NWPITF= 9WRITC+1

23 IF(NOX .LT. NDXUX) 60,45
60 TM1=T42

TM2=TM3
OC 45 J=1,N
T (1, J) =T (2,J)

T(2,J)=T(3,J)
U(1,J)=U(2,J)
U(2,J)=U(3,J)
V(1,J)=V(2,J)
V(2,J)=V(3,J)
S(1,J)=S(2,J)
S(2,J)=S(3,J)

46 CONTINUE
NOX= NOX+1
DX1=0X2
DY2=0X3
nx7=lx+ oox*(1.-ExP(It*x))
X2=X
X=X+ (DX2+0X3)/2.
ITN0=0
PESLAST= 1300.
RESNI9=40000.
GO TI 34

45 IF(LCAPO .E0. 0) 44,75
44 CONTPME

IF(ITPAIL *GE. 1) 1800,1810
1800 CONTINUE
1805 FORm1T(7X,:PESIO1J7 FIILURE OCCURRE0t)

WRIT7(61,1805)
1810 CONTINUE

STOP
c_Nn

PLOWW7VL
0P-'71SICV U(3,174), V(3,134),T(7,134),S(t,1Z4),
1 FLjX(10';'), r.1(134)02(134),ALP"A(134),9ETA(134),93(134),
2 in(7.(tOG),14(lic),15(134),AF(12,134),D.(7LTA(134),G4(134),R(501),
3 0HT(174),T1;7(3951),jntrA1),Y)(591)
CO",-)N ALP0A, 31, El?, '33, u-.7v, n7, ny47T, ')IV, OX, OR,

1 E?, A, FLUX, ITNO, m, 42, N, NDX, N1QVt.., NIPANS, PR,
2 R, T, T!?C, U, V, r, 0, XN, P, L14, 95, wALLIPIP, OPA,
3 0xi, DX?, or!, (, DELTA, GA941, PHI, AF, TN3, XNUSS,
4 rwsq+'N,X2,LL1 .2.0,'TCH,0ELPX,OUOR,GA"!,U1VG,
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5 r!A0,THF74,ETAIC,UO,S0
MOR=25/
I=2
DC 3 J=2,40R
R(J)=1.5-(J-1)*02PIIV +OR/(2.4DIV)
OUDR(1,J)= -2.*D2*(2.*R(J))**E2

3 CONTINUE
No=n
GAm0=APS(GA4)
WALLOU=-2.*O2
DTLRX=-8.0*C2
IF(G14n .ST. 1000.) 407,400

400 ALC=-ETCH*WALLOU/GAM
ETATO=1.0-ARGSH(ALC)/(ETCH4WALLOU)
IF(NO .EQ. 0)498,497

497 DO 4)1 J=2,104
4Q9 000°.(1,J)=DUOR(2,J)
498 DC 411 J=2,40R

AL=-c:TC1 +*77Wr(I-1,J)/GAM
IF(1j1P(I-10) .LT. 0.:1001)597,598

597 SC(J)=(1.1-ARGSH(AL)/(ETCH*DUDP(I-1,J)))/ETAIC
DUDR(I,J)=F.LPXR(J)/(2.0'SC(J))
GO T1 401

598 WP=1U0D(I-1,J)-A ?( S4(AL)/ETCH-R(J)*DELPX*ETAIC/2.0
(14 =1.0+ 1.1/(GA4*(1.0+AL"2)"0.5)
OUnR(I,J)=CUOR(I-1,J) -NUI-VDEM

401 CONTINUE
NO= NO+ 1
OULAST= 0.
FO=7U1R(I12)
F1=(JUOR(I,2)+OUDR(I,3))/2.
F2=nJrp(I,3)
F3=()9[14)(I,71+DUOR(I14))/2.
WALL1U= 4.*(FO+F2)-5.*F1-F3
DFLPX=4.0'`WALLOU
IF(N1 .1.T. 50) 490,403

413 IF(N1 .GT. 55)775,405
775 CONTINUE
404 FORm1T(3X,IFLOW WILL NOT DEVELDPE*)

WqIT1(61,404)
GO T1 1090

405 OC 416 J=2,40R
DELOJ=A1S(7)U9R(2,J)-DUOR(1,J))
IF( IrLou .6T. nutasr) 50,406

50 0ULAST=OFLOU
416 CONTINUF

DULAST= ARS(DULAST/W1LLOU)
IF(IJULAST .GT. C.00)490,407

497 CONTI'!UE
00 2 K=2,M
IF(K .LE. !,JRANS+1) 360,361

360 95(K)= OR/DIV
GC T1 2

361 R(K)=1.5-NORWAL*1R-(<-1-NTRANS)4CR +0R/2.
1500= DR

2 CCNTINUE
IF(G1"0 .ST. 1001.) 414,375

375 U0(?)=-(OILLCU+W1:;7(:,2))*0°./(4.40TV)

UC(71=-(0U0P(I,7)+4.4F14-0UOPCI,WPR/(6.*DIV)+U0(2)
UC(4)=-(1.P.(I,?)+4.*CU02(I13)+ST:)=(It4))r0R
1 /(3..n1v) +UrJ( ?)

uo(5)=-cfluo2( i,3)f4.oupmitt+ouoq(I,5))*(p
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1 /(1.*D2V) +UO(3)
DO 4I8 J=6,"IOR
UO(J)=.(7e*DUD?(I,J."+)+32.*OUDP(I,J..1)+
1 12e*DUCP( TeJ-..2)+32.40JCP(I,J1)+7.*24UOR(I0J))
2 42.413R/(45e*DIV) +q0(J'.4)

408 CONTINUE
409 FC"AT(5X,1HR,6X,SHUENTER /)

WRITE(10,401)
410 FOPulT(2F10.8)

DO 411 J=2,M
IF(J .LE. NTRANS+/) 412,413

412 U(3,J)=U0(J)
S(1,J)=SO(J)
DUCR(7,J)=OUCP(I,J)
WRIT-7(10,419) 2(J)0(3,J)
K=J+1
GO T') 411

413 U(1,J)=U0(K)
WRIT7(1C,410) R(J),U(3,J)
S(1,J)=CO(K)
OUTIR(3,J)=OUDP(I K)
K=K+5

411 CONTINUE
479 FCP"IAT(/7Y,2HI=,I1,2X,7HWALLOU=,E1646,2X,6HDELPX=,E16e6/)

WRIP:(10,479) NO,WALLDU,DELPX
GO TO 416

414 CCNT/NUE
ETAIC=1.0
PR=C*C!"32".2/THERM
W9ITZ(10,409)
DC 415 J=2,4
S(1,J)= 1.
U(7,J)= 2.*(1.(!e".(J))**2)
WRIT=:(10,410) 2(J),U(3,J)

415 CCNTINUE
CC TO 475

416 CONTINUE
R-:-.TAIC*C*CAP*32e2/THERM

475 CONTINUE
420 FORNVT(/ 5X,5HETAI=,E1669,5X,3HPR=,E16.9 /)

ETAI':ETAIC4C
W?IT::(10,429) ETAI,PR
DC 1 J=1,N
V(1,J)=0.
V(2,1)=0.
V(3,J)=Oe
T(1,J)=1.
T(?,J)=1.

1 T(3,J)=1.
OC 417 J=2,4
S(7,J)=S(1,J)

417 S(2,A=S(1,J)
P(1)=0.5+0R/(2e*DIV)
R(N)=R(m)
S(10)=S(1,4)
S(2,1)=S(1,'4)
S(7,1)=S(10)
95(1)=95(2)
95(N)=95(M)
Tm?=
TM3= 1.
p= 0.
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00 630 J=2,M
IF(J .LE. NTRANS) 601,602

601 AF(1,J)=DR/OIV
AE(2,J)=OR/OIV
AF'(3,J)=(OR/OIV)..7.
32(J).= 1.
AF(4,J)=R(J),IF(1,J)/2.
AF(5,J)=R(J)+A,T(1,J)/2.
Ar(6,J)= 1.
AF(7,J)= 1.
AP(5,J)= 2:
AF(1,J).= 1.
AF(13,J)= 1.
AF(11,J)= 2.
AF(t2,J)= DR/DIV
GC TI 600

602 IF(J .GE. NTRANS+3) 603,604
603 Ac(t,J)=DR

AP(2,J)=OR
AF(7.J)=DR**3.
12(J)= 1.
4c'(4,J)=RCJI-AF(1,J)/2.
4F(5,J)=R(J)+AF(1,J)/2.
AF(6,J)=1.
Ac(7,J)=1.
AF(.. ,J)=2.
AF(91J)=1.
AF(1),J)=1..
AF(11,J)= 2.
AF(12,J)= OR
GO TI 600

604 IF(J .E0. 'TRANS +1) 609,610
609 Aq(1,J)=.(R/DIV +0R)/2.

AF(7,J)=9R/ITV
Arn,J)=Car(2,J)**2*AF(1,J) +AF(1"))**2*AF(2,J))/2.
r)(J): aF(20)/AE(1,J)
AF(12,J): Po/DIV
Ap(4,J)=p(j)-AF(12,J)/2.
AF(q,J)=R(J)+4F(12,J)/2.
AP(6,J)=1.
AP(7,J)=5.
AF(0,J)=6.
AF(9,J)= 1.
AF(1),J)=1.
AF(11,J)= 2.
Go TI 600

610 AP(1,J)= OR
Ac(?))=coR+o2/DIV)/2.
47(7,J)=(4,,,(20);./2*4F(1,J) +AF(i,J)**2*AF(2,J1)/2.
9?(J)=Ar(2,J)/Ac't1,J)
ac(4,J)=2(J)-A(i,J)/2.
E.,(5,J)=R(J)+Ar(i,J)/2.
4F(h,J)=1.
A?:(7,J)=1.
AF(1,A= 2.
A:(1,J)=1.
Aw(11,J)=5.
AF(110)=6.
PiEtt?,J)= OR

600 CTJINUP7,
GO TO 750

1000 URP= 1.
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750 CONTINUE
RETUiN
END
SUPRTJTINE UAVGO
OIFNION U(3,134), V(3,134),T(3034),S(3,134),
1 FLUX(100), 21(134),?(134),ALPA(174),F3FTA(134),13(134),
2 TPC(100),74(134),5134),AF(12,134),DELTA(134),GAMMA(134),R(501),
3 PHI(134),DUOR(715C1).U0(5111),SP(501)
CO4M19 ALPHA, 31, 33, 3ETA, 3RItJK, URP, C2, 04RT, DIV, OX, OR,

1 E2, A, FLUX, ITNO, K, 4, M2, N, NDX, )!D°14AL, NTRANS, PR,
2 R, 3, 1, TiC, U, V, 9, C, XN, P, 34, 95, OPL, WALLTFMP, OPA,
3 .0)(1, 0)(2, 3X3, X, n=_Lra, GAMMA, PI, AF, TM3, XNUSS,
4 XNUSSmN,X2,LCAR7,7TCH,OFLPX,OUOR,GAM,UAVG,
5 CAP,THERM,!TAIC,U0pS0
UAVG=3.
DO 959 J=2,M
UAVG=JAVG+ U(3,J)*AF(12,J)*R(J)

950 CONTINUE
UAVG=UAVG*8.
RETURN
ENO
SU991UTINE TEMPCALC
0ImElSION U(3,134), V(3,134),T(7,174),S(3,174),
1 FL9X(100), 91!134),92(134),ALPHA(174),PETA(134),13(134),
2 TPC(100),94(134),95(134),AF(12,134),DELTA(134),GAMMA(134),R(501),
3 RHI(134),OUDR(3,51),U0(591),S0(501)
CC"11 ALPHA, 91, 32, 33, 9EIA, 9RINK, URP, C2, OHRT, DIV, OX, OR,
1 P2, a, FLUX, ITNO, K, M, M2, N, NOX, NDRVAL, NTRANS, PR,
2 R, S, T, T9C, U, V, 9, C, XN, P, 94, 95, OPL, HALLTEMP, OPA,
3 nyt, DY2, 0Y3, X, OELTA, GAW1A, PHI, AF, TM2, TM3, XNUSS,
4 XNU3(7"109,LCARO,ETCHOJELPX,OUDR,G1' m,UAVG,
5 CAR,THFP",ETAIC,U0,S0
n1 =n,(24-(DX1+DX3)/2.
C)". 9? J.7-2,M

XV7L=(U(?,J)+U(1,J))/2.
RVFL=(V(?,J)+V(?,J-1))/2.
91(J)=(AF(10)+AF(2,J))/AF(1,J) +
1 2.*XIEL*AF(3,J)/(AF(1,J)*01)
WTt=?.*AF(3,J)/AF(1,J)
WT?=-XVEL'T(1,J)/01
WT3=(RVF_L-1./2(J))*(T(2,J-1)-T(2,J+1))/(AF(1,J)+AF(2,J))
WIP.=(AF(1,J)*T(1,J-1)-(AF(1,J)+AF(2,J))*T(1,J) +
1 AF(?,J)4T(1,J+1))/(2.4AF(3,J))
WT7=1INK*S[2,J)*(iU(2,J4-1)-U(2,J-1)+U(1,J+1)-U(19J-1))
1 /(2,kt(AF(1,J)*AF(2,J))))**2
91(J)=WT1*(WT2+4T3-WT7-WT6)

9? CONTINUE
C T(7,1-1)-31(J)*T(3,J)+32(J)*T17,J+1)=B3(J)

IP(K .En. 1) 50,51
51 91(1) =-1.

92(1)=1.
93(1)-=.2.*T9C(N)X)
GO T3 52

50 n1(1)=-t.
9?(/)=-1.
93(1).(10/9IV)*FLUY(NOX)

52 CCNTINUE
91(N)=1.
9?(N)=0.
03(N)=12.
AL°HA(1)=-92(1)/91(1)
9ETA(1)=-13(1)/91(i)
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Do ell J=20
ALr"'J),,,1:7(J)/('1.(J)ALPHA(J1))

93 Q":7".(!)::(.7)H7T4(J!../(-51J,J)'.-AL7'"A(J1))
T(3.1)=9ETA(N)
00 14 J=1,M
Nlm,J=N..J

94 T(3,4"J)=1ETA(N"J)AIRI4A(NMJ)*T(3,N4J+1)
IF(N1X .EQ. 3 .0P.. NOY .EO. 4)30,31
T=7(( .E0. 2) 32,31

32 SLOP7=A!IS(T(7,2)°0(NDX))*2.4TIV/OR
SLPLST=SLOPE
00 34 J=3,M
sion:=A9S(T(3,J)PCCNOX))/(0.5R(J))
IF(SLOPE .LE. SLPLST) 38,1410

1410 SLFLST=SLOPE
34 roNTImus
38 J=J..4

ZR7F=0.SR(J)
TREC=T(3,J)TSC(NDX)
J2=J1
OO 1410 J=2,J2

1400 T(3,J)=T9C("9X)+(1.5-..P(J))/ZREF*TREF
T(.7,1)=2.*T9C(NOX)...T(3,2)

31 C0NTINUE
RETURN"
ENO
SUPP1JTINE SCALC
lIMENSION U(3,114), V(3,134),T(3,134),S(3,134),

1 FLLN(100), B1(134),92(134),ALPHA(134),7TA(134),13(134),
2 T9C(100),P4(134),P5(134),AF(12,134),OELTA(134),GAM"A(134),R(501),
3 PHI(134),OUOR(3,5s.A.),UC(511),S0(511)
COMMiN ALPHA, 91, 92, 93, BETA, BRINK, URP, C2, DHP,T, DIV, DX, OR,

1 E2, A, FLUX, ITNO, K, M, H2, N, NOX, NOR.WAL, NTRANS, PR,
7 R, 3, T, TrX, U, V, R, C, XN, P, 14, 05, CDL, WALLTEIP, OPA,
3 CX1, 0)(2, 0X1, X, ?ELIA, GAMMA, PHI, AF, T"2, TM1, XNUSS,
4 XNU;;!IN,X9,LOAP3IFTOH,DELRX,DUOR,GAM,UAVG,
5 CAP,THE'R",:TAIC,UO,S0
GAm0=A9S(GAM)
IF(GANO .GT. 1000.) 301,300

300 CONTINUE
Ic(N1X .EQ. 1 .AND. ITNO .EO. 0)303,302

302 CCNTINUE
no 3 J=?,M

8 DUOR(3,J)=(U(3,J1)...0(3,J+1)+U(21J-.1)U(2,J+1.))/
((1=(1,J)+4F(2,J))*2.)

303 CONTINUE
IE(0J1R(3,2) .GF. 0.00)5005,4999

5005 CONTINUE
5006 FOR"1T(3X,tWALLOU WENT POSITIVEZ)

W?IT-.7(61,5006)
4999 CO"TINUF

OCPS=1.
OC 13C J=201
9I=FX"(IHRT*(1./T(7,J)....1.))
IF(OUOR(7,J) .GE. 0.00)5300,5003

5000 CONTINUE
rr(olos .EI: 105n04,5002

5002 OCP5 =1.
07UTR=DUOR(3,J1)
GI T1 5004

5003 0 EU91.=-PUOR(3,J)
OOPS=0.
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5004 AL=-ETCHcOEUOR*PO/GA4
S(3,J)=(1.1-AP.GSA(AL)/(ETOHcOEUOR*90))*90/ETAIC

1330 CONTINUE
GO TO 304

301 CONTINUE
00 1335 J=20
90==X0(DHRT*(1./T(3,J)-1.))

1335 S(7,J)= 90
334 S(7,1)=. S(3,M)

RETURN
ENO
FUNCTION ARGSHOU
xn=a1S(X)
IF(Y1 .F0. 1.3) 1303,1310

1301 A0r.SA=0.31373587
SO TO 1325

1310 IF(X1-1.01) 1315,1315,1320
1315 DE=X**2

aPGc4=Y4((1.-0-7/6.)+7.*7E"2*(1.-25.s0F/42.)/40.4-
1 105.*DE*44*(1.-81.*OF/110.)/3456.)
GC TO 1325

1320 Z=2.-3)(
Z0=1./X**2
ARGSA=ALOS(7.)+70*(1./4.-Z0*(3./72.-Z0*(15./283.-20*

1 (115./3072.-945.*70/38400.))))
1325 CONTtUUE

RETURN
ENO
SU991UTTNE QVCALC
OlmF1SION U(3,134), V(3,134),T(3,134),S(3,134),
1 ELUX(110), P1(134),9?(134),ALP-iA(134),9ETA(174),93(134),
2 Tr(1e1),94(134),Pr)(1-!4),M7(1?,134),QELTf(134),GAN:411134),R(501),
3 9HI(134),DUOP(7,5n1),U0(5g1),SI(501)
COMMON ALPHA, Pt, n?, B3, BETA, URP, C?, OHRT, DIV, OX, OR,
1 E2, A, FLUX, ITNO, K, M, 12, N, NOX, NOPWAL, MTPLINS, PR,
2 P, S, T, TRC, U, V, 9, C, XN, P, 94, 115, DPI-, WALLTEP, OPA,
3 0)(1, DX', 0)(3, X, DELTA, GA,IHA, PHI, AF, T142, TN3, XNUSS,
4 XNU3;mr10(?,1OAP.1,ETCH,DELPX,DUOP,GA4,UAVG,
5 I,A,THFR'1,FTAII,UO,S0
017-(1X2+Dx3)/2.
02=?.*01
00 13 J=2,4
RVEL=CV(3,J)+V(2,J)I-V(3,J-1)+V(2,J-1))/4.
IF(J .EO. ?) 615,516

615 OsOP..(S(312)-S(3,3)+S(212)-S(2,3))/(2.*AF(1,J))
GO TO 617

616 0S0?=(S(3,J-1)-S(1,J+1)+S(2,J-1)-S(2,J+1))/
1 (2.4(AF(1,J)+4F(2,J)))

617 VIc7C=(S(7,J)+S(?,J))/2.
OU001,:(U(2,J-1)-J(?,J+1))/(AF(1,J)+AF(2,J))
B1(J)=(AF(1,j)+'.F(P,J))/AF(1,J) +

2.*1F(7,J)*U(2,J)/(,)'=IVISCc-AF(1,J)*02)
91(J)=2.*AF(3,J)/(VI4P1*AF(1,J))
wT1=-'..4A,:(3,J)/(VISC'AF(2,J))
wT2=-11(?,J)*U(1,J)/(0:=1.02)
wT7=1VEL/P:)-VISO,,P(J)-DsoR)*ouDR0
WT5=VIc;0*(AF(1,J),'U(1,J-1)-(AF(1,J)+AF(2,J))*U(10)+
1 AF('!,JP"Al,J+1))/(?.4AF(3,J))
04(J)=VT14(!q2f'-J1-WT5)
14(J)=n4(J)-11(2,J-1)+1(J)*U(2,J)-
1 92(J)U(2,J+1)

18 CONTIlUE
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C tut3,J-t)-ut2,J-1))-1i(J)*(u(3,J)-u(2,J))+P20)=(ut3,0-1)
c ut2..if1n-B3(J)4inna=14(j)

no 110 J=30.1
910 Al_rwt(J)=OS(J),FR(Ji/(75(2),R(2),

ALPH3(N)=0.
oSI=1.
OUT'%(2)=32(2)/(11(2)+.10
G5!4!"A(?)=-13(2)/(11(2)41.)
PHT(?)=c14(2)/(9i(2)4-1.)
OC 911 J=3,m2
Alf-.LPHft (J)+DELTA(J-1)
91=11(J)-1cAJA(J-1)
JO=J*1
DC 01? J1=J00

912 ALrH1 (J1)=ALPH4(.11)/40
ALP'41(N)=( LPHAN)+,;441A(J-1))/A0
PSI=CDSI+owt(J-11) /A0
OrLT1(J)=1?(J)/PO
GAmvI(J)=M4(J-1)-P3(J))/80
RHI(J)=PLiI(J-1)/30+94(J)/80

91i CoNTINuE
itic2=At_PHIrf0ELTA(m2)
91=110)-P?(",)-0ELTA(!12)
ALPulm=cALRHA(q)+3A,44A(m2))/A0
RsT=u,sitPHI( 42))/A0
GAv,11(m):(64Aul?)-17(m))/00
pHi(4)=nHI(m2)/;304-f14(m)/80
nELT1(m)=0.
oivs=ALPt4A(N)+GAti!m(m)
00A=-3A:(-)/17v34-PST/OIVS
orTa(i)=0pA.G/1.44.1(N,)-PAI(M)

C IN S-uvCALr: !?.r:TA(J) c.QUALS U(3,J)-U(2,J)
U(3,1)=U(20)+9f:Ta(M)
OC J=2,M2
N4J--="1-J

ilm.P=4"J+t

37TA(`!mJ)=GAmma(NmJ)*nPA4-0ELTA(NMJ)*OETA(NmP)-PHI(NMJ)
913 U(30*-1J)=J(2,w1J)4nETA(NmJ)

U (3, 1) =- U(3,2)

U(30)=0(3,4)
V(3,1)=0.
V(3,1)=0.
00 651 J=2,42
WT1=1F(5,J)4V(3,J-1)/AF(4,J)
wT2-...(J),IF(1.2,..))*rErA(J)/(0x34AF(4,J))
V(3,1)=wT1c4T2

650 0041-(4UF
RFT(P.4
ENn
sunD)TirNE OUTPUT
DTMEASION U(3,174), V(3,134),T(3,114),q(1,134),
FLU4(111), r11(174),:??(134),ni-PHA(174),-krTa(1.34)03(134),

2 TPC(1!".C),7".(17',),(134),AF(12,174),r)ELTP,(1,44),GAM(134),R(501),
3 °PT(13 4),TYJR(3,5'1),Ui(5)1),SO(501)
CC!" 11N ALPHA, r2, 97, 3:: TG, DRINK, UP(', C?, OHPT, DIV, OX, OR,

1 E2, A, FLUX, ITN), K, At M2, N, NJX, NP2L, NTPANS, PR,
2 R, 3, T, T9C, u, V, ny C, YNt P, ni,, r?5, C1PL, '4ALLTP1P, OPA,
3 1Xit rX2, nx?, Y, v'ELTA, GAM!.1, °HI, Art T'At TM3, XUUSS,
4 Xt!U;SMY2,LC1RDIETCH,IELn,U9R,I.;a4,UAVG,
5 CAP,IHEL?4,7TAIroJOISO
J=1.

800 FCR",IT(2x,14,6F16.6 !)
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DC=0.000
801 FORm.AT( 4X.,1HJOX,I.HU.15X.I.HV,15X,1J-JT,15X,IMS,13X14HUAVG,

1 13X,3HT,43 !)
WRITE(10.801)
WRITL.(10,803) J,U(3,1),V(3,1),T(3.1),DC,UAVG,TM3
00 70 J=2.1M
WRITE(10,500) J0J(7,j).V(31J),T(3.J),S(3,J)

70 UNTME
WRIT=(100C0) N,U(7,N).V(30),T(31N),S(30)

802 FCR'4AT(/ 5X,5HITN0=,I3)
803 FCRT(5Y004DX=411CY.,2X-1...E12.7,1!)Xy3HDY=1E12.3 /)

WRITE(10,102) ITN°
WRITFA1C,801Y NDX.X.0Y3

805 FC°.m1T(5X0HP(3)=,715.6,5X,10HN3)-P(2)=,E15.6)
WRITI:(10.80F,) P,
RETU/',1

stir


